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Danker: Book Review. - Literatur

BOOK REVIEW
All l,oois ,.,,;._,l ;,. this ,-iotliul t11t1y 6,
f1rou,rH /,o,,. o, 1hro111h Cor,w,tlit, P116li1hir11 Ho111,, Jjj8 So111h l•lnsOJJ
SI. Lo11is 18, Mi11011,i.

lf.11•••••

'lHB DEAD SBA COMMUNITY: lls Ori1i11 """ Tu,hin1s (Die Gt1mt1intlo 110,n,
Totn Mnr), By Kurt Schuben. Translated
br
W. Doberstein. New York:
ffarper&Brotbcrs, 1959. xi+ 178 pages.

Cloth. S:5.75.

Mru detailing the history of the discovery
of the Dad Sea Scrolls, Schubert traces the
&eaealou of the Qumran community 11nd
discusses the theology of the scrolls. He condudes dw the members of the community
are to be classed u part of a larger complex
called
Essene.
t1m may
They 11re
bybevirtue
co the Plmisees
of a common inrellmual ancestry through the Hasidim, but
the two groups diverge in their cscha.tological
approach. The Qumnan community looked
for an imminent Messianic age, whereas the
Pharisea "sought to reconcile a life of faithfulaas to the law with a continuing existence in the world" (p.40). A close affinity
is observable between the cscha.tological cxprusioa at Qumran and the apocalyptic of
llie pseudepigrapbical writiogs. Of special
inctrat is Schubert's identification of the
common denominator between Gnosticism
a.ad apocalyptic, namely, insight into the
alalial mysteries; but it should be noted,
Schubert is careful to point our, that a theory
of emanationsand the concept of an evil
daniurge is foreign to the thinking at
Qumraa. The volume concludes with a
series of illuminating studies relating the
Krolls to the New Testament, the rise of
Christianity, and later Judaism.
This 'tOlume presents the distilled essence
of competent scholarship in a form that can
be easily assimilated by the average pastor
and Jarman. Por a multidimensional view of

Qumran and its scrolls, this is the book to
consult; the screen is wide, but the distortion
factor is held to a minimum.
FRBDBRJCK W. DANKER

GNOSTICISM. If.ND IM.RLY CHRISTIANITY. By Robert M. Grant. New York:
Columbia University Press,
.
1959 vii +
227 pages. Cloth. $4.50.
This latest volume in the series "Lccrures
on the History of Religions" presents the
related
thesis that Gnosticism arose our of the debris
of apocalyptic Judaism after the fall of Jerusalem, though the author does not disregard
the contributions of Hellenistic and Iranian
thought. After defining Gnosticism as a
revelation leading to self-knowledge expressed
in a grear variety of myths and cultic observances, Grant gives an overview of Jewish
history from the Maccabees to Simon-barKosiba.
After a chapter on the heavenly world in
Judaism, succeeding chapters pass in review
the systems of Simon Magus, Saturninm, the
A-pocrypho,i of Joh11, :Marcion, Valenrinus,
Basilides, Numenius, and the H1mr11iu. The
last two arc read our of the Gnostic pack for
lack of a savior and for a gnosis that included
more tha.n self-knowledge. (Is Grant here
using the thesis be sets out to prove to rule
our evidence that would modify ir?)
The lasr chapter rraces Gnostic motives in
New Testament writings. He finds Paul and
John closest to Gnosticism in language, yet
"nor Gnostic in content" (p.174). In both
be finds "mythological" laasuage. In neither
case does be mention the great frequency of
:dcm~ (Paul) or ma-rlVILv (Paul and John),
terms as un-Gnostic as can be found (d.
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p. 7). For rhis implies that in accord with
Grant"s own basic thesis (which is very convincins) Gnosricism must have arisen after
A. D. 70, when Jerusalem, the center of
apocalyptic hopes, estabdisappeared. The
lishment of Aelia Capitolina of A. D. 130
must have been the dearh blow
re- ro its

appearance.
The book has an excellent bibliography
index.aud
EDGAR KRBNTZ

THB UPB AND TIMBS OP HBROD THB
GRBAT. By Srewart Perowne. New York:
Abingdon Press, 1959. 187 pages. Oorh.
$5.50.
This is a popular and thoroughly engrossins account of one of history's colorful and
inuiguing figures. The author aims ro rectify
the distorted impression many people have
of rhe man who slaughrered the Innocents.
denying
the madness
Wirhout
and the pertiness of Herod's mind as evidenced especially
in his declining years, Perowne sympathetically restores the portrait of a spirited builder
of public works, of a man of extraordinary
adminisrrative ability, of a wily politician
who not only successfully marched wits with
shrewd Romans, but who also practiced wirh
nre
art of survival amid disposfinesse
rhe
sessed and nationalistically crazed Hasmonaeans.
A keen sense of dramatic values inrerplays
wirh an organized grasp of complex historical
data. Reader interest is maintained down to
the last pages, which offer a modern medical
diagnosis of Herod's faral disease. There are
also a few gallant paragraphs on Ceoparra.
Final verdia: Herod never had it so good!
FREDERICK W. DANK.BR

]OSBPHUS: THB JBWISH WAR. Translated by G. A. WiJliamson. Baltimore:
Penguin Books, 1959. 411 pages plus
maps. Paper. $1.25.
The translaror has succeeded well in turnins Josephus' sometimes involved periods
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inro fluent Enslish. Aimed at the lay iader
( not rhe Kholar) • rhe translation expresses
ancient monetary terms, place names, and
chronological expressions in modern equivalents. One regrets, first, that there is no
index, and, second, that the book is glued
rarher than garhercd and
Penguin
Tacitus)• for the readins that it
invites will soon crack its back. Nevertheless,
as a version, it is so superior ro Whiston rhai
it is heartily recommended.
EDGARKJlBNlz

JAHRBUCH PtJR ANTIKB UND CHRISTBNTUM,
I. Miinster-in-Westfalen:
AKhendorffKhe
Verlagsbuchhandlun&
1958. 160 pages, 10 figures, 8 plares.
Corh, OM 17.50; paper, OM 15.00
To review a new journal is not CISJ•
Rarher than evaluate the specific conuibutions
in hand ,per sc, one must ask if the journal
is really a necessary addirion to rhe plethora
of journals already in rhe field. By this
standard rhe new Jah,bueh is an outsrandiog
addition to our periodical lirerarure.
There are many journals rhat welcome
conuiburions on rhe literary history of early
Christianity, e.g.• Vigili11e Chris1i111111,, T,,J.
ilia, ]011,n11l of Theologie11l S1t11J,i,s. Bur only
few of them are willing ro accept materials
dealing with rhe developmenr of early Christian culture, since rhese usually need a:pensive drawings, plates, ere., to elucidate the
reict.
The new Jnh,b11,h /;;, Antil:, """ Chris1e111um will fill this gap, as its first issue
makes abundantly clear. The articles, all by
eminent authorities, cover such topia as rhe
sign of rhe cross, the origins of early Christian art, early rhrone symbolism, and the
excavations under St. Peter's in Rome. It also
serves as a supplement to rhe R,llllail:or,
/ii, Anlil:, 11ntl Chrisle11111m, four volumes of
which have been published by the Franz
Joseph Dolger-Institut of the Universiry
of Bonn. The present volume has outsunding
on "Aethiopia" and "Amen."
articles
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All lbldcnrs of the New Testament, early

Oiriscian history, and early Christfan an will
&ad this journal a valuable repository of
upi&cant aniclcs. We hail its birth and
wish it a Iona and fruitful life.
EDGAll KRENTZ

draw on this major section for a large number of statistical tables on varyins matten of
interest, such u selected phenomena of grammar, frequency lists for each writer, vocabulary relations among various groups of writings. Of course, one can do without this
book ( there seems to have been none like
this for 1,900 years, nor does it seem likely
that the work must be done again), but the
book once held in hand in a library and used
alongside of concordance and lexicon, one
will almost cenaialy desire to own a copy
and have it within arm's reach in one's private study. A 60-page commentary on the
tables heads the book. It is in German, but
an alen non-German can gee retUrns from
the tables without the commenrary, although
these returns will be considerably reduced.
V1croa BAllTLING

DBS
Nl!UTl!ffAMl!NTWORTSCHATZl!S. By Robert
Morgenthaler. Zurich: Gotthelf-Verlag,
19,8. 188 pases. Boards. $6.50.
The Greek text of Nestle (21st ed.) has
137,490 words; the total vocabulary of the
New Teswnent contains upward of 5,400;
• is used 4,947 times (818 in the Gospel
of John); Romans has a vocabulary of 1,068
words; 42., per cent of the vocabulary of
Ephesians is made up of nouns; the New
employs
Tes11ment
1,934 words only once;
it mntsins 27 Latin words used 92 times.
Jons How
did it take to gather this informa- THB PIRff AND SECOND l!PlffLBS TO
THB THl!SSALONIANS. By Leon Mortion? No lonaer than it took to put these
ris. Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans
words down on paper, thanks to the magnifiPublishing Co., 1959. 274 pages. Cloth.
cent new tool put into the hands of scholars
$4.00.
bJ Morgenthaler of Bern University. How
ofcea have we spent precious minutes laborOf the volumes published thus far in the
icnuly counting out in our concordance the New International Commentary on the New
fttquency of a given word in the entire
New this
Testament,
is one of the most thorough
Testament or in one of its writers! That and knowledgeable. Sensitive linguistic tact
druqery is now ended. The coasuuaion of is combined with a generally firm grasp of
frequency lists, vocabulary lists for any single Paul's argument.
author or book, the checking on the tables of
FllEDEIUCK. W. DANKIDl
Harrison's Th• Probl•m of the P11s1orlll
H,;sll•s - practically anything that calls for ANCIBNT JUDAISM AND THI! NBW
TBSTAMBNT. By Frederick C. Grant.
Slltistia in New Testament stUdies - is
New York: The Macmillan Company,
grady facilitated by Morgenthaler's self1959. xvii + 155 pages. Ooth. $3.50.
sacrificins labors. The backbone of the book
The distinguished professor of Biblical
covers 90 pases, presentins in alphabetical
Older the whole New Testament vocabulary theology at Union Theological Seminary
(no word definitions, hence superb for vo- makes an impassioned plea in this book for
abulary mriews), with columns showins the a more sympathetic understandins of the
occurrence or nonoccurrence of each word in profound debt Christianity owes to Judaism.
each writina-a separate column totaling The basic theme is: The theology of Old
than any
piety more
other
the use in Paul, another the total for all Testament Jewish
bnob, another setting fonh the use or non- factor lies behind the thinkins of Jesus and
use in the Septuagint. Thirty further pages the early church. Nor are we surprised to

N
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read ia this context that the church's approach
best made along liturgical and
not dosmatical lines.
awaken
to
the
Since the author desires
reader's sympathies for the values ia Judaism,
it might have been helpful to spell out more
specifically a bibliographical nucleus. More
adequate documentation of the writer's judgments and
would have made the
book more useful to pastors
seminary
and
students.
Thus it is difficult to assess a statement like this: ''The Old Testament was in
use by the church from the swt" (p.122).
Gerhard Kunze, "Die Lesungen," ia 1Ai111rgi11, II (Kassel, 1955), 88-179, sussests
a far more complex situation. On the other
hand, the chapter oa the IJD880g is one of
the most lucid discussioas available on the
subject.
No minister of the Gospel who considers
seriously his responsibility to understand the
New Testament iareligious
its cultural and
xt can ignore this
book.
Fllm>muac: W. DANKER
to the Bible is

HBIUGE.NGRABBR IN JBSU UMWBLT
(MT. 23, 29; LK. 11, 47): BINB UNTBRSUCHUNG ZUR VOLKSRBUGION
DBR ZBIT JESU. By Joachim Jeremias.
Gottiagen: Vaadenboeck and Ruprecht,
1958. 155 pages. Paper, DM 15.80;
doth, DM 19.80.
'Woe to you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! for you build the tombs of the
prophea and adorn the monuments of the
righteous" (Matt.23:29
ezcellent commentary
RSV). Jeremias has
provided an
on this
veise and its parallel in Luke 11 in the
present work. After an evaluation of the
literary sources (Jewish, Mohammedan, and
Christian) and pertinent modern literature,
the author discusses 49
of the Near East
connected by tradition with the burial of Old
Testament and interte1tamental .fisures. He
concludes (p.114) that 10 (including those
of Joseph, Isaiah, and the Patriarchs) fflt
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on a tradition already current ia the time
of Christ.
After a short discussion of the archaeological evidence for the appearance of the graves,
he examines the literary traditions for evidence of thaumatursic and intercessory narratives oa the part of the "Holy Pathen."
Heevaluatioas
finds evidence of both as well as a cult
of relics. Official Rabbinic Judaism reacted
against this tendency.
Jeremias' own conclusion (p. 144) underscores the importance of this work: "Zwn
Verstiindnis des Hintergrundes der P.recligt
Jesu darf man sich nicht lediglich auf die
offizielle • . . Theologie seiner Umwelt
stiitzen, soadera ebeaso wichtig, weaa aicht
noch wichtiger, ist die Kenntais der Volbreligion seiner Zeit."
EDGAR KllBNTZ

A HANDBOOK OP CHRISTIAN THEOLOGY. Edited by Marvin Halverson. New
York: Living Age Books (Meridian
Books), 1958. 380 pages. Paper. Sl.45.
The variation ia quality of the articles
contained in a symposium or collection of
essays tends to be a function of the number
of contributors; there are 71 in the current
volume. Most of them are big names. Lutheran contributors include Paul Althaus,
Conrad Bergeadoff, Jerald Brauer, George
Lindbeck, Anders Nysren,
and Warren Quanbcdc.. The essays themselves are alphabetically arranged, from Adam
and Second Adam, through Catholicism, Destiny and Fate, Existi;ntial Philosophy, H•ilsg,m:hi,hl•, Justice, Mao, Paradox, Reformation, and Sermon, to Vocation. The choice
of subjeas is excellent. The rwo-to-fi.ve-tide
bibliographies are admirably chosen. Most
of
sitesthese succinct articles are authoritatively
written, althousb unwarranted
and oversimplifications are (like the bad
proofreading of foreign words and phrases)
irritatiasly obuusive oa occasion. All in all,
"the emergent emphases and new directions
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in Pnxacant thought, particularly in the
United Scms of America," that this "record
of the theological siruation of the [midJlftDticth camuy" is designed to expose are
usefully deliaeared.

Aanum c.uu. PIBPK0llN
THB DOCI'RINB OP GRACB IN THB
APOSTOUC PATHBRS. By Thomas P.
Tom.ace. Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerd1111111 Publishias Co., 19S9. vii + lS0
pqcs. Ooth. $3.00.
The praent book is an American edition
of a most thorough and precise stUdy of one
very imponant concept in the theology of
me Aposmlic Fathers. The author uaces the
IIS1II! of zlloi; and relared terms in every
coacm. Torrance is highly aitical of the
sunitina Apostolic Fathers. For them, he
bolds,~ ~ become a subsidiary concept,
and Christianity was envisioned in terms of
man's ICU toward God. He explains this
deccrioration by the intrusion of Judaism
(with !ts emphasis upon Law), coupled with
Hellemun ( with its naturalism) , upon the
Gospel Along with their distortion of the
docuine of grace the Apostolic Fathers failed
ID adequately appreciate either
death the
or
me person of Christ.
One sometimes wonders whether the few
Apostalic Fathers with whom we are acquainted (because we have their writings)
nte in all cases the spokesmen of their
dar-aad the only spokesmen; that is to
•1, whether the theology of their time was
~ better than what they propounded. One
wishes that there were more writings extant
important
from this era.
D. Puus
R0BBllT

MORB ABOUI' l.UI'HBR: Vol n. By Jarosln Pelikan, Regin Prenter, and Herman
Preus. Decorah: Luther College Press,
19S9. 214 pases. Cloth. $2.7S.
The first essay "Luther and the Litursv"
bf Pelibn oft'ers a sound review of Luther's
coasenadve liturgical opinions and

327

LiturB)'
WU to meet the people where they
were, but also to lead them into a deeper
appreciation of their faith. To Luther "litur•
gical form is in reverse ratio to the earnestness of Christian faith." The higher the
degree of sanctification, the less need for
formal liturgy. Taking his cue from Luther,
Pelikan offers a few suggestions of his own
for making litursv more meaningful and
helpful today.
Resin Prenter's essay, "Luther on Word
and Sacrament," seeks to show the dose connection between Word and Sacrament in
Luther's theolosv. He brings out dearly
Luther's strong emphasis on the personal and
ongoing covenant nature of Baptism, an emphasis which needs to be made again today.
Of course, Luther's teaching on Word and
Sacrament derives from his theolosv of the
cross, and Prenter is quick to point this out.
Prenter's method is to quote Luther at length,
and then to comment very extensivelya method which to this reviewer seems very
helpful Regreaable is the fact that Prenter
arbitrarily confines his study to Luther's early
utterances, although in the present essay little
distortion results.
Herman Preus writes on 'The Christian
and the Church." He points to Luther's respectful and humble attitude toward the
church, even in the midst of his strUBBle
with the papacy. The Christian cannot live
alone; he needs the fellowship which is to
be found in the church. Luther continually
reminds the believer of the riches he possesses as a member of Christ's church. Also
in Luther's diSCUS1ions on the church we note
his strong emphasis on Word and Sacraments.
ROBERT D. PaBus

THB ROLB OP KNOWLBDGB IN WBSTBRN RBUGION. By John Herman
Randall, Jr. Boston: StarrPress,
King
1958. x + 147 pages. Ooth. $3.50.
Three
main positions, according to Ranpractice.
dall, have been held in the West on the
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place of knowledge and uurh in religious
life. ( 1 ) Chrisrianity offers a revelation of
uuth, enshrined in the Bible; the evidence
for this uuth is revelation, and no other
evidence am stand apinsr ir. ( 2) Christianity offersqualitatively
uuth
different from
all other uuth; Christian uuth is not accessible to human reason, but belongs to the
realm of grace. ( 3 ) Religion is only a way
of acting and feeling, not of knowing; religious "beliefs" are not based on faas outside us, but are only rheological symbols
ezpressing our feelings and yearnings. This
third view is favored by the author.
He contends that the only way we can
speak of "truth" in religion is in the sense
in which one might speak of uurh in arr.
As an artist may move us to action or "reach"
us to open our eyes, 10 religion may "teach"
us about ourselves or our place in the world.
But this is nor knowledge, it has nothing to
do with what i1 uue or false, it is not
a J:nowing 1h111 but only a sort of "knowhow." Meanwhile the religious penon must
strive to bring his fluauating religious "beliefs" into accord with science-which of
course is a never-ending task. In other words,
we employ our inrellectS and
judge,
science to
aiticize, and clarify new religious ideas.
This is not the position of historic Christianity with its living God, who aas and
speaks. In mm, Randall's type of religion,
built on skepticism, will never satisfy. It is
hard for one to commit oneself to what one
does nor and cannot know. We might ask,
Is a purely formal commitment ever possible?
RoBBllT

D. Puus

WYB AND JUSTICB: SBLBcrlONS
PROM THB SHORTBR WRITINGS OP
RBINHOW NIBBUHR. Edited by D. B.
Robemon. Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 19,1. 309 pases. Oath.
$6.00.

For the many people in whose view Reinhold Niebuhr's greatest contribution to con-
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temporary American rheology has been ia
the application of his realistic doctrine of
man to the field of social and political ethics,
the 64 articles and editorials (averaging four
pases apiece in length) in this Niebuhr
reader will supply the confirmation of their
conviction. Although the topical arranacment obscures it somewhat, we have hae
a chronicle of a quarter of a cenmry of pzo.
found changes in our inrerlllltional, narioDII,
and social life rhe extent of which even we
who have lived through them are likely to
forger. (That the same quarter of a cemury
has brought profound changes in Niebuhr's
own thought, in spire of basic consisreDCics,
is also obvious from rhe book.) The buic
theme is important and relevant in iaelf;
in the discussion of its implications Niebuhr
is at his brilliant best, u even those who
dissent from his theology and who are esasperared by his politics will agree. Robenson
has done 11 good job of selection; he desenes
a vote of thanks for saving some admirable
essays from rhe oblivion of the shadowy
shelves where librarians store their bound
copies of ephemeral periodicals.
ARTHUR CARL PIBPKOJlN

THB CHRISTIAN lifBSSAGB AND MYTH.
By L. Malevez. Translated by Olive Wyoa.
London: SCM Press, 19,s. 21, pages.
Oorh.
This volume, written by a professor at the
Jesuit Philosophical and Theological Colleae
of Sr. Albert, Louvain, offert a meticulous
and discerning critique of all the bewilderiq
and paradoxical Bultmanniana which bave
come out and of the possible divergent in•
terpretatiom of this material.
Bultmann, by takina God's aa in Christ
out of history and by denyina that Christ is
in any sense even a hio; dvlto (which would
be mythological), has undercut the enrue
Christology and soreriology of Christianity,
i. e., the incarnation and vicarious satisfaction.
There is DO divine e.enr, DO eschatolopal

s,.n.
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rality, aceix within the penonal commitmem of the present moment. Malevez judses
dierefoie that Bulan&DD has taken away his
lord. The hinoric Christ no longer has anythiaa ID do with our salvation.
thatAll
theCXIIICerlll us is
message.
Buhmann claims that his demythologizing
pcocm wu already begun by Paul. This is
ridiculous, according to Malevez. Bultmann's
aoable sprinp from his adherence to the old
objection ID miracle. Actually, says the author, the scientific world view today is no
mme iacompatible with traditional Chrisliaaity than the world view in Paul's day.
Science bu no authority (and to say this is
ao meie appeal to the conception of atomic
physics) ID escablish a principle of determinism which would outlaw miracles. Neither
ICieuce aor relision refuses a priori to accept
the idea of a possible divine intervention into
the .Phenomenal world.
Malnez' conclusion is that a new religion
is beioa preached to us, a religion with the
purely human authority of its author, a religion reduced to mere preaching (without
wonbip, without sacraments, without assurance of life after de2th), a religion which
bu ao more attraction for the modern mind
than tbu which Bultmann left behind.
There is one fault which mars an otherwise ezcellent book. The author has the
dismrbius habit of linking Bultmann with
Lutber, as though radical demythologizing is
the logical result of Luther's doctrine of juscificuion. But any idea of transcendence
which would prevent a divine irruption into
the hwnan sphere is u foreign to Luther u
m,one who ever lived. And
even Malevez
will pant that faith clings to what is unseen.
RoBBllT

D. PaBus

OUR ICNOWLBDGB OP GOD. By John
Baillie. New York: Charles Scribner's

Sons, 1959. 261 pages. Cloth. $4.00.
This two-decade-old reissue begins with
a blast l,Pimt Barth for his denial of a natllhl bowJedse of God. Baillie argues that

a tocal obliteration •of the image of God in
man could only mean the total obliteration
of his humanity. But he goes toO far in the
opposite direction from Barth, and asserts
that there· is a saving knowledge of God
apart from the Gospel.
Baillie teaches that there is in every' man
a knowledge of God. It i:1 to this knowledge
(Bonaventura called it the dc1idcri11m ""'"·
r11l• ,litlcntli DcNm) that we appeal when we
discuss the existence of God with the doubter
or unbeliev'er. Such a penon must be shown
that although he may deny God with the top
of his he:id he still believes in his heart.
Thus Bailli · argues that many may believe
in God wi .bout knowing that they believe.
Baillie rejects all a posteriori arguments·
fo: God. His neo-onhodox penonalist position is that we are simply confronted by the
living God. Therefore he rejects Thomism
on rhe one hand and K:antianism on the other
hand. This direct knowledge of God is iJ!
contrast to knowing things about God. Baillie is opposed to all vain speculation about
God, and here he sides not only with Luther
but also with Kant.
This book might be said to be apologetic
in purpose. As such it is bound to be provocative inasmuch u it approaches many
vexins questions from an unusual viewpoint.
ROBllllT

D. PaBus

UPB AGAINST DBII.TH: THB PSYCHOANALYTICAL MBil.NING OP HISTORY. By Norman O. Brown. Middletown, Conn.: Wesleyan University Press,
1958. xii + 366 pages. Cloth. $6.50.
Born of a deep study of Freud, demanding
(in the author's words) a willing suspension
of common sense, positing with Freud man-.
kind's death instinct and general DCW'Olil,
and attempting a synthesis of psychoanalysis
with anthropology and history, this work !-a
not bested the mysteries of life and death m
meaning
the
of history. Brown's knowledge
of Freud
profound enough. His knowl-

seems
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edae of Luther, in spite of references ro the
St. Louis edition of the Siimmtliche Schriften,
is based on Grisar. Where did the T,mn11rkb11is cake place? heated
The
room, ro this
pl)'Choanalyst, WU a privy. ''Psychoanalysis,
alas! cannot asree that it is of no sipificanc:e
that the religious experience which inaugurated Protestant theology rook place in a
privy" ( p. 203). Or take these two sentences, consecutive in the tat, but the second
beginning a new paragraph (pp. 317f.):
"An organism whose own sexual life is as
disordered as man's is in DO position to
consuua objective theories about the Yin
and the Yang and the sex life of the universe.
The resurreaion of the body is a social
projea facing mankind as a whole, and it
will become a practical political problem
when the statesmen of the world are called
upon ro deliver happiness instead of power,
when political economy becomes a science
of use-values instead of exchange-values a science of enjoyment instead of a science
of accumulation." This reviewer cannot
"question old assumptions" or "entertain
new possibilities" (p.ix) with this author.
Nix! He needs a safer guide.
CARL S. MBYBR.
CHRISTIANITY IN A RBVOLUTIONARY
AGB: .If HISTORY OP CHRISTIANITY IN THB NINEI'BBNTH AND
TWBNTIETH CBNTURIBS. Volume II:
Tht1 Nin1111111111h Cn1~ m B,m,p11: Thll
Pro11111-1 - " Bt11IIINI Ch11reh111. By Kenneth Scott Latourette. New York: Harper
& Brothers, 1959. xi + 532 pages.
Cloth. $7.00.
With tremendous scope Yale's distinguished
Sterling Professor-Emeritus of Missions and
Oriental History details the history of Protestantism in Europe between 1815 and 1914.
In briefer compass (about 60 pases) he turns
to Russia, Greece, and the Balba countries.
Bven Iceland is not negleaed, thoush it
commands only twO pages. Generalizations
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by way of iatrOductioa, and summaries by
way of perspeaive and appraisal, give mean•
ing to the multitudinous details heaped up
in some of the sections. The work is documented, more often with secondary authorities than with primary sources. Sometimes
miscakes have crept in, e.g., Scbleiermacher
died in 1834 not in 1839 (p.12), the
famines came
Holland
to
in the mid-18401
not the 1940s ( p. 241 ) • The bibliography
is full. Even with all his wealth of detail
there are
areas which Latourette neglects,
e. g., liturgy and
hymnology
- Catherine
Wiakworth is not 10 much as mentioned.
But for all that, where else can one find
such a comprehensive coverase? Latourette
has set for himself the goal of completin,g
three more volumes. The first two already
make this a modern reference work of importance.
CARL S. MEYBll

BLAIS'/! PASCAL: THB UPB AND WORK
OP A RBAUST. By Ernest Mortimer.
New York: Harper & Brothers, 1959.
249 pages. Cloth. $4.00.
This, the latest in a long series of Pascal
biographies, is a penetrating and conservative account of the man himself, written
against the
of a valuable presentation of religious, philosophic, and scientific
thought of his day. The author makes clear
that Pascal was fully as significant as a scientist ( for his discoveries, his inventions, and
his stress on the iaduaive method) as he
was as a religious thinker, and that even
after he awakened to a deep interest in religion, his scientific interest never permanently waned. Mortimer traces the highly
divergent sources of Pascal's thinking Epiaetus the Stoic, Jansen the Augustinian,
and Montaigne the freethinker. Pascal never
abandoned or depreciated reason in favor of
faith; he merely insisted that their domains
are completely separate. Ia the art of persuasion reason must be applied, and only
one who thinks dearly and accwuely can
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~ ochen. Although be believed in
arclerlr rhinkioa, Pual wu convinced
(ap.imr Dacarta) that no man could draw
• larae-ale map of it. He also believed that
dierc wu a realm of truth which cannot be
aimprehended by analytical reasoning.
Manimer writes in the finest British uadilion of charm and elegance of style. As
a rault, his book ia more than instructive;
it is enjoyable.
ROBERT D. Panus

THB CAROUNB TRADTrlON OP THB
CHURCH OP IRBLAND wrrH PARTICULAR.
TO BISHOP
PBRBNCB
JBRBMY TA.YWR. By F. R. Bolton:
Loadoa: SPCK,
+ 338 pages.
1958. xvi
Cloth. $9.00.
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it into the context of its times, for Alenader
Campbell bringing
wu intenttheon
Scriptures in the livins language of his day. As
editor, reviser,
promoter
uansl■a,r,
of the
American Bible Union, scholar, frontier
preacher, ccumenicalist, and the leading figure of the Disciples of Christ, Campbell is
one of the foremost American churchmen of
the first half of the 19th century. Thoma'
study is valuable, too, because he presents
Campbell'a views on inspiration and his
principles of Biblical imerpm■tlon. The
Bethany Press, by publishing this work, bu
added another valuable volume to its Bethany History Series.
CARL S. MBYllll

TBN MBDIBVAL STUDIBS. By G. G. Coulton. Boston: Beacon Press, 1959 (paThe Cbwch of Ireland, Bolton contends,
perback edition). 297 pages. $1.60. Ap·was aever an offshoot or extension on Irish
pendices and
soil of the Church of Ens}and." It has,
This work of a noted authority on mehowner, "made a rich coauibution to the
here available
as an
common Analican heritage" (p. xiii). The dieval historybecomes
Irish divines of the 17th century went back inexpensive paperback; another of his works
is on the way, l11q11isitio11 11ntl Libn1,. The
to mlr writers of the church. Ussher, for
cumple, was 10 authority on Ignatius. They ten studies were .first published in 1906.
were not ready to follow the divines of the There was an edition in 1915 and another
Roman Church. The particular conuibutlon in 1930. The 1930 edition carries studies
of Bolton', study, however
,
is his demon- which had gone out of print. Coulton is
ancioa (for which the evidence seems ade- a conuovenial writer, defending the "moderate Anslican position" over against misquare) that Bishop Jeremy Taylor is the
author of the 1666 Irish Form and Order representations of "writers who disparqe
of Comeaation of Churches. The entire modern civilization," idealizing the medieval
audr will be of value especially to students life. Interesting is an incident from prethe idealizaReformation sources to
of Aqlicaai•m
CARL S. MEYER
tion of pre-Reformation religious education.
111.BXANDBR CA.MPBBLLA.ND
of Sonniog, who had been four
priest's
curate HIS NBW 'The
VBRSION. By Cecil K. Thomas. Saint years in
orders, was asked to construe
Louis: The Bethany Press, 1958. 224
words of the canon of the Musfirst the
pqa. Cloth. $4.00.
T• iKilNr eumnlissim• Pllln- -We praJ
Thamu used his doctoral dissertation at Thee, therefore, most merciful Father,' ett.
PriDcetoo Theoloaical Seminary as the basis The report ia be knew not the case of the
for this audJ. Scholarly, clear, well-orpa.- word T•, nor by what it wu governed; ind
md. it has much to •Y to the SNdent of having been
look
bidden
c1osely
to
what put
dae New Temment and to the church his- of the ICDtenee a,uld most properly govern
mriaa. Thomu is not content merely m T•, be replied: 'Pt11.r: for He govemeth all
w Venion
things."
discuss the
of 1826.
He places
We uked him what dffNlrlissiSN
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wu, or whar: cue, or how it •WU declined:
1933 I have published many thiqs which
he knew not. We ulced him what wu I regret, but in this cue I find no reuoa
dnr•ns: he knew nor. Moreover (he knew to alter a word from the original phrua"
(p.xix). Except, be it added, the bibliog·no music and] knew by heart no pan of the
raphy,
where the apparatuS of doetoral scholdivine service or of the psalter. Moreover,
to besincearship has been replaced by an excclleat
he said that it seemed to him indecentdean,
the
he was already "selective inventory of basic irems, iacludiq
byenmiaed
later studies
which have extended imigba
ordained. . • • He is sufficiently illiterate."
(Miller] chanced to attain in 1933." Orlho·
Coultoa is rewarding reading for be uses
tlox, ;,. M11michNsells makes particularly
almost exclusively orthodox pre-Reformation
salutary reading for Lutherans who may hold
scnirces.
PHIL J. SCHR.OBDBll
that a congregational
intrinsic
polity has
spiritual
superiority.
A WAY OP UPB AND OTHBR SBLBCIBD
ARTHUR CARL PIBPKORN
WRITINGS OP SIR WII.LlAM OSLBR,
12 JULY 1849 TO 29 DBCBMBBR
HOW WB GOT OUR DBNOMINATIONS:
1919. Edited by Alfred White Franklin.
A PRIMBR ON CHURCH HISTORY.
New York: Dover Publications, 1958.
By Stanley I. Stuber. New York: Asso. :n: + 278 pases. Paper. $1.50.
ciation Press, c. 1959. x + 254 pqa.
Canadian-born Sir Willi1.11& Osler has
Ooth. $3.50.
achieved almost leaeadary fame u a surThis is the most recent edition of a test·
aeoa, first at Johns Hopkins, then, after book for the laity, especially young people,
nominal retirement, at Oxford. These prod- that has been around in various editions for
Uc:ts of his pea - reissued without change
about a generation. It falls into roughly twO
from the 1951 edition - reveal his broad equal divisions - three parts respectively on
culture, his almost British skill
as an essayist, the
church ( to 323), the ancient Cathearly
and his thorough competence u a historian. olic Church ( to 151 7) , and the "Protestant
This reviewer recommends for reflection espe- Reformation," and a series of brief sketehes
cially "Creators, Transmuters and Transmit- of 13 contemporary American denominations,
ters," 'The Old Humanities and the New plus a 15-seaion chapter on "other important
"Michael Servetus."
Science," and
religious bodies" and another chapter on
"Christian cooperation." Stuber bas a gift
ARTHUR CARL PIBPKOJtN
for felicitous express.ion, and he is conscienORTHODOXY IN MASSACHUSEITS tiously determined to be scrupulously fair
1630--1650. By Perry Miller. Boston: and objective. He does not escape serious
Beacon Press, 1959. :n:i + 324 pases. error, however, either
his generalizations
in
Paper. $1.95.
or in details. Here and there compression
When Orthodox, ;,, M,usuhw.sms fint bas led to unintelligibility; thus we are told
came out in 1931, it represented a radically that "in 1918 different factors united to
different approach to American colonial his- form decades
the United Ludieraa Church in Amerhave paid Miller's schol- ica, the most notable exception being the
tory. Three
arship the compliment of making his radi- Augustan& Synod and the Missouri Synod"
cally new approach almost conventional, (p.182). The statement that "for the most
althoush he still has - as he admits in bis part the Lutheran Church is congregational
preface to this paperback edition - gain- in polity" (p. 183) is true only of the New
ayers. As for himself, he avers: "Since World. Lutherans will .discover with uton•
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islimeac that one of their five "main coavicliam" is dllt "bapdsm affords the potential

&ift of

ffgeDeration f,:om the Holy Spirit"
(p.184) and that "the Finnish Evangelical
Cbarda• is a pare of the National Lutheran
Couaci1
quoThe(p.185).
undocumented
raaoa from "Dean Brown," to the effect that
die Lutheran
not allow "the
ch "docs
oatward and vi1ible sign of an inward and
spiritual
to interpose itself in any
mechanical way between the heart of the
mmmunic:ant and the Real Presence of the
Spirit of Cluilt abiding within the IOUl of
die belie,u" (p.184) -whatever
,
if anytbin& thia ICDtence may mean- is at very
bar mi1Jnding. The bibliography is dated.
Al.nnm CAllL PJBPKORN

sn«

THI! RBNAISSANCB IDBA. OP WISDOM.
BJ Eugene P. Rice, Jr. Cambridge, Mw.:
Hamed Univenity Press, 1958. llCV
220 pegea. Ooth. $4.75.

+

A history of the idea of wisdom in the
Jan between Pettarca'1 exposition and Pierre

Cbarron'1 treatise reveals that the concept
accularized.
became
The medieval idea of
wisdom wu dominated by Augustine's concepcion, although Aquinas modified it somewhat. Nicholas of Cusa, in the late Middle
Aaes. pointed up the search for wisdom.
Press,
Wisdom and piery were identical according
ID Petrua, a tloe111 Pi•l•s; in Salutati's definition ir consisted of learning and virtue, an
,,.,;1;0 aorJis. Bruni moved toward a secularized concept, but filelfo was very dose to
Peuarca. Picino and Pico della Mirandola
and landino were Platonists who stressed
wisdom u "the knowledge of immutable,
imisible, intelligible, and divine things."
Cardinal Sadoleco
with Tommaso
differed
lnabinmi and with Sir Thomas Elyot. Bude
and C.eltil made their contributions to the
idea of wisdom, u did Bovillus. The refannea, among them Colee and Luther and
C1Mn, empbuized the insufficiency of natlllll rasoa. Rice summarizes by saying

(p.147): 'The Reformation idea of wisdom
has three fundamental characteristics. Pint,
wisdom is an intellectual virtue, a form of
kaowledse, an attribute of the intellect
rather than of the will. Second, because its
content is Christian by definition, it is inseparable from Revelation. It is knowledge
of divine things, undentood as the Trinity
and the Cr•tlo. Irs source, finally, is wholly
external to man; God as He reveals Himself
in Scripture or by the direct action of grace."
After the Reformation, however, the idea of
wisdom was transformed by a moralizing
process from knowledge to virtue. Louis
Le Caron, Erasmus, Vives, among othen,
contributed to this process. Pierre Charron,
however, in his D• 1', s•i.ss• [1601] successfully concluded the transformation of
wisdom from contemplative knowledse u,
active virtue. This ideal remained u the
dominant European ideal into the late 19th
century.
Rice has shed light on the whole period
from about 1350 to 1600 by this scholarly
study. He does more than merely traee an
idea; he vitalizes the thinkingarea
io one
of an era.
CAJlL S. MBYBJl
TWO ]If PA.NBSB CHRISTIAN HBROBS.
By Johannes Laures. Rutland: Bridgeway
1959. 128 pages. Ooth.
$2.50.
Laures has written an edifying book on
two remarkable figures in Japan's "Christian
century," the 16th. for Jusu, Takayama
Ukon, a renowned feudal lord and general,
he urges canonization. The other penon is
the renowned lady Gracia Hosokawa Tamako.
Unlike thousands of other Japanese Christians, they did not obtain the coveted crown
of martyrdom in a technical sense, yet tneir
heroic faith and unflinching perseverance
should be an inspiration to present-day missionaries, for they show the heights to which
Japanese Christians at their best can rise.

WILLIAM J. DANJCBR
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APRIClf.: ITS PBOPU!S If.ND THBIR CULTURB HISTORY. By George Peter
Murdock. New York, N. Y.: McGraw•
Hill Book Co., 1959. 456 pages. Cloth.

$8.75.
Murdock has undertaken a Herculean cask
in giving an anthropological description of
all the ethnic groups on the vast continent
of Africa. He uaces, ;,,,., 11li11, the diffusion
of cuhural traits through the trans-Saharan
trade roures. The cultural impact of Indonesia from Madagascar to West Africa is not

overlooked nor the great expansion of die
Bantu peoples.
This is a valuable reference book for anyone interested in Africa. The fold-out map
of Africa giving the location of African
uibes is of special importance u is the complete index of all the tribestreated
that are
in this very complete work. Necessarily die
description of each tribe is brief, but a com•
plete bibliography will guide the student to
fuller information. This is the big piCNft.
WILLIAM

J. DANKER

BOOKS RECEIVED
(The mention of a book in this list acknowledses its receipt and does not preclude

further discussion of its contents in the Book Review scction)
Nomin11 S11cr11 in th• Gr••/: P11p,,..; of th•
Pirsl Pi11• CffllNri,s A. D.: Th• Soure,s 11ntl
Som• D,tlt1elions. By A. H . R. E. Paap. Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1959. 127 pages. Paper.
40 guilden.
Worl 11,11l M1s1m11m: D,r Bri•fw•ehs,l
Tos,/ld.
iib•r Glab• 11ntJ
bis
er Tohllrol.
Kireh• 1:573
1:581
%1/Jisehn tln
Th,olog•n
tl,m
Tiibingt1r
P111ri11rehn 11on Kons111nlinop,l, ed. the Aussea.amt der Evangelischen Kirche in Deutschland. Witten: Luther Verlag, 1958. 300
pages. Cloth. DM 26.00.
Ctdww Bib•l-Lail,on, ed. Theodor Schlatter with Karl Gutbrod and Reinhold Kiichlich. Lieferung 1: A-Bs,., Stuttgart: Calwer
Kil.
Verlag, 1959. 288 columns. DM 7.50 per
Lieferung.
LIi eonfirmlllion .,, eows rl,s sihl,s: Con/in,,lllion
lrib•lion •
Slit' I• t,roblun• "• '"
(Di•
Konfit"1111lion:
Bin B•i1r11g Dr' Disli111sion iibt1r us Konfirflllllionst,roblt1m). By Lukas Visscher, trans.
J. Carre.re. Paris: Editions Delachaux et
Nicstle. 1959. 89 pages. Paper. Fr. Sw.

"'b"'

u,

5.50.
Po,.,.,.,,,,,., of ],s11s. By Leroy Waterman.

New York: Philosophical Library, 19.59.
::s:ii + 156 pages. Cloth:. Price not given.
Ch,is,;.,, B•U.fs: PlltllUmfflltd Bib/iul
for Sn•t11h-D111 Atlt,•nli.sl
Col'-1• Cl.ss.s. By T. H. Jamison. Mountain
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View, Calif.: Pacific Press, 1959. xi + 481
pages. Cloth. $6.00.
Ch1'reh Mt1sie 1111,J Th,olog'J. By Erik
Routley. Philadelphia: Muhlenberg Press,
1959. 120 pages. Cloth. $2.25.
Rt1bbiniseh• T•xl•: Di•
Band VI:
s,d
Heft III: Ahilo1IN•g11im. By
Walter Windfuhr. Stuttgart: W. Kohlham·
mer Verlag, 1959. ::s:lviii
16 pases. Paper.
DM 6.00.

+

Th• W11,1 of Wontl•r. By Marion Louise
Bliss. New York: Vanrage Press, 1960. 160
pases. Cloth. $3.00.
V11e11lio11 Bible Sehool M111•ri11ls: S11m11l•
St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House,

1960. $3.95.
A Pion••r
in NorlhtHsl
G•sehiehl•
eon- Amt1rie11 1841 lo
18:58: Th11 Mt1moirs of G11s111f Uno•i11s.
Tram. from the Swedish by Jonu 0. Back·
lund; ed. Nils W. Olsson. Minneapolis:
University of Minnesota Press, 1960. vii +
357 pages. Cloth. $7.50.
Seh,i/lgebr11•ch, Sehri/111111l•png 11,ul
Sehri/lb.w•is bri At1pslin. By Gerhard
Suauss. Tiibingen: J. C. B. Mohr, 1959.
vi + 160 pases. Paper. DM 12.00.
Th11 Unu, of Bod, 11ntl Mintl (lr,r,n 1111tl
A.NSsn). By Lotbar Bickel; trans. and ed.
Walter Bernard. New York: Philosophical
Library, 1959. 167 pages. Cloth. $3.75.
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Cos, of Dist:ipZ.ship (N•ehfolge). By

Dimich Bonhodfer, tram. Reginald H. Puller. llmsed and eularged edition. New
Yodc: The Macmillan Company, 1959. 285
pqa. Coch. $3.00.
Sehwn&l,feltl
the Pnso• 1111,l
IP'o,i of Christ. By Paul L Maier. Sr. Louis:
Tbe School for Graduate Studies, Concordia
Seminary, 1959. 115 pa,ges. Paper. $2.00.
l B.Une: The Pnsorr•l Slr#cl#r• of Ptlilh
(le Cnns n Toi, slntcl•r• pnso•eU•
tle
I,,
#oi), By Jean Mouroux, uans. Michael Turner. New York: Sbeed and Ward, 1959.
109 pases. Ooth. $2.75.
Yin,poi,m: So•• Asp•as of Ang/iu,,
Thi•lu•1, ed. John B. Cobura and W. Norma Piaenger. Greeawich: The Seabury
Pias, 1959. zii
267 pases. Cloth. $5.00.
St.Joh• Cli111M11s: Th• Ltulkr of Di"i"•
lfsen1, trans. Lazarus Moore. New York:
ffarper&Brodien (1959}. 270 pages. Cloth.

c:.s,-

°"

+

$5.00.
MoJm, C•lholimm (Der
K•1homotlnna

lirism111). By Walther voa
Loewenich, trans.
H. Puller. New York: St. Martia's
379 pases. Cloth. $9.00.
Mi•istws Pr•,., Booi: A•
of
Pr-,.rs
Redi•1s, ed. Joha W. Doberstein. Philadelphia: Muhleaberg Press, 1959.
Div+ 492 pages. Ooth. $3.75.
If Lll1hnn Pr•1n Boo/,, ed. Joha W. Dobemeia. Philadelphia: Muhleaberg Press,
1960. zi
146 pases. Ooth. $2.50.
(Ji,,..,,.: Brief•, A11fsilz•, Doi11mnte,
1928-42. By Dietrich Bonhoeffer, ed. Eberhard Bethge. Muaich: Christiaa Kaiser Verlag, 1958. 550 pases. Paper, DM 19.00;

lleaiaald

Press, 1959. viii

+

••tl

+

c1odi, DM 21.50.
D., Me11sehnsoht1 ;,. tl•r s,•optischm
01,.Uefmn,1. By Heiaz Eduard Todt. Giitenloh: GerdMohn, 1959. 331 pages. Cloth.
DM9.SO.
B.U., of Cbristntlo•: A CommnldrJ n 16. Nicne CrHtl. By John Burnaby.
London: Society for Promoting Christian
Koowledae. 1959. 224 JM18C!S. Cloth. 17 /6.
&,J.,,,.l LJfe: A• Bss-, ;,. Blhiu.
By Hus Preuad. New York: Philosophical
I.ibnry, 1959. 186 pases. Cloth. $4.50.

T•

T•

P1111ltu: Di• Th.ologi• ps "-Pos11h ;,,.
LJeh1• tln iiitlisehn Reli&iot'b.11• 11:1,;,1,1•. By
Hans-Joachim Scboeps. 1'il 1~ : J. C. B.
Mohr, 1959. xii + 324 pl,P- tiodJ. DM
32.50.
Bibliul Clll•ntlttrs. By J.
Goudoever.
Leidea: E. J. Brill, 1959. ~ 1 + 295 .P&BaOoth. Gld. 18.00.
Th• Rwl• of GOil: Bss111s ;,, Bibl;Clll Th•olo11. By G. Eracst Wright. Gardea City:
Doubleday and Company, 1960. ~iii + 133
pages. Cloth. $2.95.
Di11orc•. By Loraiae BcJC:lUlCr. B..ock Port.
Mo.: The Author, 1960. 38 l>a&es. Paper.
25 ceats.
Th• Ch•rch's Mi•istr, lo "• Oltln U•
mtrrrietl. By M. D. Hugen. Gfaad Rapids:
William B. Eerdmaas Publishing Co., 1958.
x + 122 pages. Paper. $2.00.
Th• Chiltlr•n of LJ1h1 11d the CbilJre• of
D.,Jmess: A y;,,,1;,111ion of De111oer•c, lllltl
11 Critiq•• of lls Tr,,,liliontd De/e11s•. By
B.eiahold Niebuhr. New York: Charles
Scribaer's Sons, 1960. xv + 190 pases.
Paper. $1.25.
Ortl,r
Prom BilH lo Blemil:,:
A Sflf'fle:y of Chrislin th• 01"
olog,y """
Their Retl•mPli11• R•lt11io11ship to M.r.
from Aum 10 lh• Bntl of Time. By Howard
A. Hanke. Graad Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans,
1960. 196 pages. Cloth. $3.50.
Lists of 1Vortls OccN"ing Fr•q11e,,,l, ill
1h• Hebrew Bibi•. By John E. W. Wans.
Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans, 1959. 31
pages. Paper. 75 cents.
Th• Lilll• Plow•rs of S•i"I Pr•ncis, tram.
L Sherley-Price. Baltimore: Penguia Boob,
1959. 205 pages. Paper. 95 ceats.
Chrisli•n Communil:,. By J. V. Langmead
Casserley. New York: Loagmans, Greco aad
Company, 1960. x + 174 page,. Cloth.
$5.00.
Th• Boal, of Gnuis. By Jsaatius Huor.
Part 2 with a commentary. New York:
Paulist Press. 1960. 96 paaa. Paper. 75
ceats.
Christi1111il, ,,,.,l LJber.iisA By]. Gresham
Machea. Graad Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmaas,
DO date. 189 pases. Paper. $1.75.
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G.,,,.;,,u """' G.,,,.;,,,1ftmlt,,,,,6 ;,,.
T•st.,,,nl. By Eduard Schweiczer.
Zurich: Zwinsli Verlag, 1959. 217 pages.
Paper. Sw. Fr./DM 20.00.
Ch~h Kingship lfflll Lily lnr,,sli111n in
Bngllfflll 1089-113,. By Norman P. Canmr. Princct0n: PriDcctOn
University Press,
Paper.
+ 349 pages. Ooth.pages.
$6.00.
1958. xiv
G.arg• Pax 11ntl lh• Q1111l•rs. By Henry
Van Etten, trans. and rev. by E. Kelvin Osborn. New York: Harper lie Brothers, 1959.
191 pages. Paper. $1.35.
Th• U11m1tl Mm. By Gustavus S. Paine.
New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Company,
1959. ix + 212 pages. Ooth. $4.75.
M•tliftllll P•11d11lism. By Carl Stephenson.
Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1956. xi +
116 pages. Paper. $1.25.
. Dn M•nsch Zfllisch,n zwn W •lt•11: D11r
D•lllism11s ,l., Tnl• 11011 Q11mr1111 1111,l tlt1r
D.m11si11Jfr11gmnlt1. By Hans Walter Huppenbauer. Zurich: Zwinsli Verlag, 1959.
132 pages. Paper. Sw. Fr./DM 18.00.
Th• Proph•lic Vaic• inPiaio,,.
M01Ur11
By William R. Mueller. New York: Association Press, 1959. 183 pages. Cloth. $3.50.
B,cpla,ing Ya., Bibi•: A Camp,,hmsw•
lltltl Us,f11l H1111tlbaal-A Compl,1, S1,ul,yM11n1111l. By John P. Oakes. Grand
Rapids: Zondervan Publishing House, 1960.
155 pages. Cloth. $2.95.
Th, Mimst,r ttntl His Mi,ristr,. By Mark
W. I.cc. Grand Rapids: Zondcrvan Publishing House, 1960. 280 pages. Cloth. $3.95.
Rwir,11ls of 1h, Oltl Testttmffll. By C. E.
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